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liminal qualities, in between the land and the sea.' 

I have similar feelings of excitement when I meet a 

sea pool for the first time. A vivid memory is spotting 

the Arc Deco pavilion ofNewcascle's ocean baths, 

dating from around 1922, as I walked along the 

seafront. I'd read chat the early designers had envisaged 

the pool being artistic and substantial and that's exactly 

what I found. The fa�ade of the cream-coloured 

pavilion was decorated with diamond shapes and lines 

of colour in pink, purple, yellow and turquoise. When 

I walked through the entrance, I found an enormous 

pool separated into cwo by a timber walkway, and a 

huge concrete wall on the northern side with levelled 

seating where bodies lay in the sun. 

The Newcascle Ocean Baths have been a favourite 

subject for arciscJames Willebrant; he scarced 

painting chem in the early 1970s in his distinctive 

surrealist mixed with pop-arc style. He says he's 

drawn co the beauty and faded glory of che Arc Deco 

scyle and the scruccures in and around the pool. 

'I love che sweeping perspectives, che angles, che 

whitewashed concrete starting blocks, and che 

wonderful stepped turquoise wall that's so distinctive 

co che baths, with its curve at one end; says James. 

'The pool is very nostalgic for me, and I have a 

real aifeccion for ic because I've known it for such 

a long time. I've used it physically co swim in and 

imaginatively in my paintings. I think it will always 

be wich me in my work.' 

Sea pools affect us, and chey have the capacity co 

give us what we need: inspiration, a break from che 

world, a dose of salcwacer, beauty - even love. 

That's what Colleen Kelly found when she wagged 

school aged 12 and wandered into Mclver's Ladies 

Baths, the same pool where Lai Nguyen's life was 

transformed. Inside she met a woman she calls Mrs 

C, who made space for her on che bench, gave her 

cake, wrapped her in a towel and rubbed her back. 

'le was the first time I'd experienced love; says 

Colleen, who grew up in children's homes. After chat 

day, she went back each week until one night she was 

moved to another home far away from Coogee. 

But she never forgot Mrs C and the pool. When 

she retired, she reconnected by becoming a volunteer 

and a regular swimmer there. She says Mrs C saved 

her life and that memory of her helped her many 

times during difficult periods. And now when she 

swims in the pool, she says it always gives her a hug. 

'It holds me, and I feel that lovely, gentle rocking 

motion and it takes me back co my original meeting 

with Mrs C and our beloved women's pool.' 

On 21 June, I return co Wylie's just before sunrise 

for the winter solstice. Above the pool where my 

mother and aunty swam, the sky is resplendent in 

pink, purple and navy blue. Then it becomes a mix 

of apricot, watermelon and finally a brilliant orange 

and yellow. When I dive in, the colours of the 

sunrise reflect in che water, and I feel like I've been 

transported co paradise. Groups of friends hold hands 

and leap in, others drift around the water and float. 

'Beautiful; I say over and over again as gencle waves 

wash in pouring champagne bubbles over my head. 

Therese is a Sydney swimmer, writer and author. In 2019, her first book, The Memory Pool: 

Australian Stories of Summer, Sun and Swimming was published by NewSouth, and in 2021, her 

writing was featured in The Women's Pool. She writes about pools on her blog, Swimming Pool 

Stories and posts photos on Instagram @swimmingpoolstories. 
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